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ABSTRACT 
Two complex or real square matrices A and B are said to be t-congruent if there 
exists a nonsingular matrix S such that A = SBS’. If A and B are complex 
(respectively, real) and S IS unitary (respectively, real orthogonal), we say that they are 
unitarily t-congruent (respectively, real orthogonally congruent). In this note we 
obtain characterizations of linear operators on various matrix spaces that preserve 
t-congruence. Results and problems concerning unitary t-congruence or orthogonal 
t-congruence are discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let - be a given equivalence relation on a matrix space A. We are 
interested in the structure of linear operators T : A +_& that preserve - , 
i.e., 
T(A) N T(B) whenever A - B. 
Various problems of this type have been treated in [2, 4, 51. In this note we 
consider the following choices of k 
IF *xtI: the set of all n x n matrices over IF, 
S,(F): the set of all n X n symmetric matrices over [F, or 
K,(ff): the set of all n X n skew-symmetric matrices over F, 
where IF is the complex field @ or the real field R, and we let - be the 
t-congnrence relation, i.e., A - B if and only if there exists a nonsingular 
matrix S such that A = SBSt. One can also consider the specializations of 
this relation in which S is restricted to be unitary or complex orthogonal if 
Jz = @“Xn, or real orthogonal if J = R, xn; in these cases, - is unitary 
t-congruence, complex orthogonal t-congruence, and real orthogonal t-con- 
gruence, respectively. 
As in [4], our basic strategy is to analyze the orbits 
@(A, -) ={XE.&X-A} 
of the various relations and their corresponding tangent spaces S,. It is 
known (e.g., see [l, pp. 164-1711) that these orbits are homogeneous 
differentiable manifolds. Where there is no confusion about the relation 
being considered, we write @(A, -I = &A). 
In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we characterize the linear operators that preserve 
t-congruence on K,(F), S,(F), and F,,x,, respectively. In Section 5, we 
discuss briefly results and problems concerning linear operators that preserve 
unitary t-congruence or orthogonal t-congruence. 
Although the basic principles used in the proofs are the same as those in 
[4], particular methods and techniques have been developed to treat the case 
of t-congruence. Many results needed to prove the main theorems have been 
stated as lemmata, since they are of interest in their own right and may 
provide deeper insight and better understanding of the equivalence relations 
and orbits under consideration. 
The following simple observation is used repeatedly in our arguments 
(also see [5]). 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let V be a subspace of [F,, n that is invariant under 
t-congruence, and let T : V -+ IF, x n be a linear transformation that preserves 
t-congruence. Then 
T(span 8( A)) c span @( T( A)) and T(3) CY,(,) 
for every A E V. Consequently, if T is nonsingular, then 
dimspand( A) < dimspanb(T( A)) and dimq < dimSrcAj 
for every A E V. 
We use V,(C) [respectively, ~,(rW)l to denote the group of all n X n 
unitary [respectively, real orthogonal] matrices, and we denote the standard 
basis of Fax, by {E,,, E,,, . . . , 
{Fij:l Q i 
E,,}. We set Fij = Eij - Eli and note that 
<j < n) is a basis of K,(lF). We denote the zero and identity 
matrices in Fkxk by 0, and lk, respectively. 
2. SKEW-SYMMETRIC MATRICES AND t-CONGRUENCE 
In this section we confine our attention to skew-symmetric matrices. Note 
that two matrices in K,(F) are t-congruent if and only if they have the same 
rank, which is necessarily even. The following theorem is the main result of 
this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. A nonzero linear operator T on K,([F) preserves t-con- 
gruence if and only if there exists a nonsingular S E [F, x n such that either 
(a) T(X) = nSXS’ for all X E K,(ff), or 
(b) n = 4 and T(X) = nSX+S’ for all X E K,(F), where X+ is obtained 
from X by interchanging its (1,3) (respectively, (3,l)) and (2,4) crespec- 
tively, (4,2>) entries, 
where n = 1 if [F = @, and n = 1 or 77 = - 1 if [F = R. 
We divide the proof of Theorem 2.1 into several lemmata. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E K,,(F) be given. lf A # 0, then span B(A) = 
K”([F). 
Proof. Let A E K,(F) have rank 2r with r 2 1. Then (e.g., see [3, 
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Problem 26 in Section 4.41) there exists U E U,@) such that 
with a,,...,~, > 0. Let 
Then 2a,F,, = PUAU’Pt - UAU’ E span B(A) and hence Fij E @(F,,) c 
span @(A) for all i, j. Since span @‘(A) contains a basis for K,(F), we have 
span 8(A) = K,(E), as desired. W 
If a linear transformation T : K,(F) + En Xn preserves t-congruence and 
if ker T contains a nonzero matrix A, then T(span @( A)) c span B(T( A)) 
= {O} by Lemma 1.1, so span B(A) c ker T. Therefore, Lemma 2.2 implies 
the following result. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf T : K,(F) + F,,, is a linear transformation that pre- 
serves t-congruence, then either T = 0 or T is nonsingular. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A E K,([F) be given. The tangent space of 8( A) at A is 
s, = {XA - A’X’ : X E Fnxx.}. (2.4.1) 
Zf A # 0, then dim9, > dimYF,2 = 2n - 3, with equality if and only if A 
has rank two, i.e., A E @(F,,). 
Proof. The asserted form of the tangent space of @‘( A) is easily verified. 
Let S(E) be a differentiable family of nonsingular matrices with S(0) = 1. 
Then (d/ds)S(&)AS(&)‘I,=, = S’(O)A + AS’(Ojt = S’(O)A - A’S’(O)“. 
The family S(E) = eEx shows that one can choose S’(O) = X for any 
X E En,,. 
Suppose A has rank 2r, r > 1. Then there exists a nonsingular S E lF,, n 
such that 
SW= ([ _y 21 B dag(q,...,q)) e on-2r 
with a, z ... > a, > 0. 
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Let P = diag(l/a,, . . . , l/a,) @ I,_,. Define 
A’ = PSAS’P’= ([ _; A] 81,) @o,-,r, 
and note that 7,. is just the collection of skew-symmetric matrices whose 
(i, j) entries are zero if i 2 2r and j > 2r, by (2.4.1). Since 8(A) is a 
homogeneous manifold, we have dirnyA = dim 7,. = [n(n - 1) - (n - 
2rXn - 2r - I)]/2 > 2n - 3, with equality if and only if r = 1. w 
The following results is in [6, 7, II] (see also [9, lo]). Notice that if 
T(b( F,,)) c @(F,,), then T maps the set of rank-two matrices in K,(E) into 
itself. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf n > 4 and if T is a nonsingular linear operator on K,(E) 
such that T(U(F,, )) c @(F,,), then T satisfies either (a) or (b) in Theorem 
2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. *: By direct verification. 
3: Since T # 0, T is nonsingular by Lemma 2.3. The result is clear if 
n = 2. Suppose n = 3. Notice that if S E IF, x 3 and 
SC aF23 - bF,, + cF,,) S’ = cxFz3 - PF,, + yF,, , 
then (adj SXa, b, c)’ = ((Y, /?, Y)~. Th us, for any given 71 E [F, with respect to 
the ordered basis 9 = { Fx3, -F,,, F,,} of K,(lF), the linear operator A + 
nSASf is represented by the matrix v(adj S). If T is a given nonsingular 
operator on K,(F), let [T], E [F,,, denote its representation with respect to 
the basis ~8’. If [F = [w, define n = sgndet[Tl,; if IF = @ set 77 = 1. For 
S = dm[TlG’ E E,,,, the linear operator A -+ $SASt has the 
same matrix representation as T with respect to the basis 9, so we have case 
(a) of the theorem. 
Finally, suppose n > 4. Let A = T- ‘( F,,). Lemma 1.1 ensures that 
dim% Q dimyr(., < dim Sri . Thus A E @(F,,) by Lemma 2.4, and hence 
B(A) = @(F,,). Since T(B(F,,)) = T(@'( A)) c &‘(T( A)) = &F,,), the 
theorem now follows from Lemma 2.5. n 
3. SYMMETRIC MATRICES AND t-CONGRUENCE 
In this section we confine our attention to symmetric matrices. Notice 
that two matrices in S,(@) are t-congruent if and only if they have the same 
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rank, and two matrices in S,(R) are t-congruent if and only if they have the 
same inertia. The following theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.1. A nonzero linear operator T on S,(F) preserves t-con- 
gruence if and only $ there exists a nonsingular S E IF, x n such that 
T(X) = +XS’ fir all X E S,( ff), 
where q = 1 if F = @, and 77 = 1 or q = - 1 if F = R. 
We divide the proof of Theorem 3.1 into several lemmata, as in the 
preceding section. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A E S,(F) be given. ZfA # 0, then span @(A) = S,,(F). 
Proof. Let A E S,(F) h ave rank r > 1. Then (e.g., see 13, Corollary 
4.4.41) there exist U E U,(F) and nonzero real numbers a,, . , a, such that 
UAU’ = diag(a,, . . , a,) @ O,_,. Let P = E,, + I. Then 3a,E,, = 
PUAU’Pt - UAU’ E span B(A) and hence Eii E @(El,) C span B(A) for 
all i = 1,. . , n. Moreover, Ejj + Eji E @(El, - E,,) C span @‘(A) for all 
1 < i < j < n. Since span @‘(A) contains a basis for S,,(F), we have 
span 6’(A) = S,(F), as desired. n 
Lemmata 3.2 and 1.1 now imply the following result. 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf T: S,(F) --f ffnx, is a linear transformation that pre- 
serves t-congruence, then either T = 0 or T is nonsingular. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A E S,(F) be given. The tangent space of U(A) at A is 
s, = {XA + Axt : x E [F,,,}. (3.4.1) 
Zf A # 0, then dim9, > dimYE,, = n, with equality if and only if A has 
rank one, i.e., A E d(+E,,). 
Proof. The asserted form of the tangent space of 8(A) can be verified 
with the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
Suppose A has rank r > 1. Then there exists a nonsingular S E F,, n 
such that A’ = SAS’ = diag(a,, . . , a,) @ O,_, for some nonzero a,, . . . , a,. 
E IF. One sees that S,, is just the collection of symmetric matrices whose 
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(i,j) entries are zero if i > r and j > r by (3.4.1). Since @(A) is a 
homogeneous manifold, we have dim S, = dim S,. = [ n( n + 1) - (n - 
rXn - r + 1)]/2 z n, with equality if and only if r = 1. n 
The following result is in [B]. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose T is a nonsingular linear operator on S,(F) satisfy- 
ing T(B(E,, )) C 8( E,,). Then there exists a nonsingular S E IF,, x n such that 
T(X) = SXS foraE1 X E S,(F). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. -: By direct verification. 
* : Since T # 0, T is nonsingular by Lemma 3.3. Let A E T-l(E,,). 
Lemma 1.1 ensures that dim Y* < dim 9&A) = dim SEll. Hence, A has rank 
one by Lemma 3.4, and nA E B(E,,), w h ere n = 1 if IF = C and n = 1 or 
n = - 1 if lF = [w. Since vT(B(E,,)) = vT(d(qA)) C @(T(A)) = @(E,,), 
the result now follows from Lemma 3.5. n 
4. GENERAL SQUARE MATRICES AND t-CONGRUENCE 
The main result in this section is 
THEOREM 4.1. A nonzero linear operator T on [F,, n preserves t-con- 
gruence if and only gone of the following three conditions holds: 
(a) There exist a nonsingular S E IF, x n and p, Y E F with ( t_~, u) # (0,O) 
such that 
T(X) = &S( X + X’)S’ + vS( X - X’).S forall X E F,,,. 
(b) n = 4, and there exist a nonsingular S E LFdx 4 and 77 E lF (with 
n=l$F=@ and 77 = 1 or r] = - 1 if F = R), such that 
T(X) = $(X-Xt)+St forall X E Fdx4, 
where Z+ is obtained from Z E Fd x 4 by interchanging its (1,3) (respectively, 
(3,l)) and (2,4) (respectively, (4,2)) entries. 
(c) n = 2, and there exists a nonzero A, E Fzx 2 such that 
T(X) = [w%)l A, for all X E Fzxz 
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In approaching a proof of Theorem 4.1, we first consider a singular linear 
operator T on F,,,, n that preserves t-congruence. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E F,,, n he such that A # A’ and A # -A’. Then 
span B(A) = [F,,,. Consequently, if T is a linear operator on F, Xn that 
preserves t-congruence, then A E ker T if and only if T = 0. 
Proof. Let {Pi : 1 < i < 2”) denote the group of all real diagonal 
orthogonal matrices in [F,, n, let P(X) = Zfl, P,XP,’ for X E ff,,,, and 
note that P(X) = 2”diag X =9(Xt) E span@(X) for every X E iFnx,. 
For a given A E IF,,,, let S E If,,, be a nonsingular matrix such that 
S(A + Af)S’ = D is diagonal. Then 2”D =9(D) =9(S(A + A’)S’) = 
29(SAS’) E span &‘(A), so A + At E span @(A). It follows that A - A’ = 
2A - (A + A’) E span b(A) as well, and hence both span 8( A - A’) and 
span 6’( A + A’) are contained in span 8(A). If A - A’ # 0 f: A + A’, 
Lemmata 2.2 and 3.2 guarantee that both K,(E) and S,(lF) are contained in 
span a( A), so the stated hypotheses ensure that span @(A) = IF,,x ,l. The 
final assertion now follows from Lemma 1.1. n 
If T is a nonzero linear operator on IF, x n that preserves t-congruence and 
if A E ker T, then Lemma 4.2 implies that A E K,(F) or A E S,(F). We 
treat these two cases in the following lemmata. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let T be a nonzero linear operator on IF, x n that preserves 
t-congruence. Zf ker T f~ K,(F) # 0, then ker T = K,(F) and T satisfies 
condition (a) of Theorem 4.1 with Y = 0. 
Proof. Since ker T n K,(F) # 0, Le mma 3.3 ensures that K,([F) c 
ker T. If there is an A E ker T such that A E K,(F), then 0 = T(A) = 
T(( A - A’)/2 + (A + At)/2) = 0 + T( A + A’)/2, so 0 # A + A’ E S,(E) 
and A + A’ E ker T. Lemma 3.3 would then imply that S,(E) C ker T. Since 
IF nXn = S,(5) + K,(F), it follows that T = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, 
K,(F) = ker T. 
Since T(X) = T((X + X’)/2) + T((X - X’)/2) = T((X + Xt)/2) for 
every X E Enx,, it follows that T(F,,,) = T(S,(F)). Moreover, since 
dim(Im T) = dim lF,,nXn - dim K,(F) = (n2 + n>/2, we have dim(Im T) + 
dim S,(5) = n2 + n > dimlF”,,,, and hence Im T f~ S,(lF) # (0). Let A E 
S,(F) be such that 0 # T(A) E S,(F). Then Lemmata 1.1 and 3.2 give 
T(S,(F)) = T(span @(A)) c span B(T( A)) = S,(F), so one may regard T as 
a nonzero linear operator on S,(lF). The assertion now follows from Theorem 
3.1. n 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let A E S,(F) b e a g iven nonsingular matrix, let m > 1 be 
a given integer, let W C F,, ,~ be a given subspace, and suppose X’AX = 0 
foraZZX~W.ThenX’AY=OforallX,Y~W. Zfm=l,thendimWg 
r/2. 
Proof. The hypotheses ensure that 0 = (X + Y )‘A( X + Y ) = 2 X’AY 
for all X, Y E W. When m = 1, this says that w = (W : UJ E W} (W is the 
entrywise conjugate of w E Fr> and AW = (Aw : w E W} are orthogonal 
subspaces in IF’, SO dimW+dimAW=dimW+dimW=2dimWgr. 
n 
LEMMA 4.5. Let n > r z 1 be given integers. Let C, D E S,(E) and 
X E [F,,,,-,, be given, and let 
A = D @ O,_,, B = c x E S,(ff). 
[ 1 X’ 0 
Zf there exists some p0 # 0 such that D - p,,C is nonsingular and rank( A 
- ZQ,B) = r, then Xt(D - Z_L~C)-‘X = 0 and rank X < r/2. Zf D is non- 
singular and if there exists a sequence of nonzero scalars z.+, Z+, . . . E F such 
that Z_L~ + 0 as i -+ 00 and rank( A - ~~ B) = r for each i = 1,2,. . . , then 
X’D-‘X = 0 and rank X < r/2. 
Proof. Suppose 0 # p E F and D - t_& is nonsingular. Consider the 
nonsingular matrix 
1, 0 
SE 
pXf(D - /LC)-~ 1 I,_,. 
Then S(A - /.LB)S’ = (D - PC) 8 [--~,L’X~(D - PC)-‘X] has rank r if 
and only if X”(D - PC)-‘X = 0, . m which case Lemma 4.4 (let W be the 
column space of X) ensures that rank X < r/2. The second assertion follows 
from the first and from continuity of X’( D - z.&)-‘X as p + 0. n 
LEMMA 4.6. Let T be a nonzero linear operator on F,,x, that preserves 
t-congruence, and suppose ker T f~ S,(F) # 0. Then ker T = S,(F). Zf n = 2, 
T satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 4.1. Zf n > 3, then T( K,(k)) c K,(F) 
and T satisfies either condition (a) of Theorem 4.1 with Z_L = 0 or condition 
(b) of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. Since ker T fl S,(F) # 0, Le mma 2.3 ensures that S,(F) c ker T. 
The same argument used in the proof of Lemma 4.3 shows that ker T = S,(lF). 
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Suppose n = 2, and let A, = - iT(F,,). Then for all X E [FZx2, 
= - i[tr( XF,,)]T( F,,) = [tr( XF,,)] A,, 
so T satisfies condition (c) of Theorem 4.1 
In the rest of the proof, we assume n > 3. If we show that T(K,@)) c 
K,(F), the stated assertions follow from Theorem 2.1. 
Suppose there exists an A E K,(lF) such that T(A) + T( A)t # 0. Define 
L: K,(ff) + S,(E) by L(X) = [T(X) + T(X)‘]/2 for all X E K,,@). Then 
L(A) # 0, so L is a nonzero linear transformation that preserves t-con- 
gruence. Lemma 2.3 ensures that L is nonsingular. Now let Sij = L(Fij), and 
observe that {Sij : 1 c i < j < n} is a basis of Im L, which has dimension 
(n2 - n)/2. W e s a s h 11 h ow that rank S,, < 3, and then show that rank S,, Q 
3 is impossible. This contradi-tion implies that T(X) + T(X)’ = 0 for all 
X E K,,(E), as desired. 
We claim that 
rank T( X) > rank S,, for all nonzero X E K,( 1F). (4.6.1) 
Recall that X is t-congruent to al F,, + a2 Fs4 + .** + ak F2k _ 1, 2k for some 
integer k E [l, n/2], where each a, = 1 or - 1 (we may take all a, = 1 if 
IF = 0, and hence X is also t-congruent to a,F,, + ~(a, F,, 
+ -** +u~F,~_~,~~) for every p > 0. If S,, has rank r, it has an r X r 
submatrix with nonzero determinant. It follows that the corresponding T X r 
submatrix of u,S,, + p(u,S,, + *** +u~S~~_~,~~) has nonzero determinant 
for all sufficiently small p > 0, so rank T(X) > rank(a,S,,) = rank S,, and 
(4.6.1) is verified. 
We now claim that there must be some nonzero X, E K,(IF) such that 
rank T(X,) Q 3. Define W = span({E,,, E,,) U {Elj + E., : 2 <j Q n)). 
Then dim W = n + 1. Since dim W + dim(Im L) = (n + 1s + (n2 - n)/2 
= 1 + (n2 + n)/2 > dim S,(5), we see that W n Im L # 0. Since every 
matrix in W has rank not greater than 3, it follows that there is some nonzero 
X, E K,(ff) such that rank T( X,) < 3. 
By the results of the preceding two paragraphs, we conclude that rank 
s,, ,< 3. 
Recall that any X E S,(E) is t-congruent to diag(u,, . . , a,) @ O,-, c 0,. 
@ On_ r, where r = rank X and each ui = 1 or - 1. Thus, S,, is t-congruent 
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to a diagonal matrix of the form D, @ O,_, with r = 1, 2, or 3. We shall 
show that none of these choices is possible. 
Suppose S,, = R(D,. @ O,_,)R’ for some D, = diag(f 1,. , + I) E 
IF rxr and nonsingular R E iF, x n. There is no loss of generality in taking 
R = I, since we may consider the linear transformation L’ : k’,,(F) -+ S,(lF) 
defined by L’(X) = R-‘L(XXR-‘)’ instead of L. Notice that for j = 
3,. . , n, Flj = (Ezj + Ej2)F,, - Fi,(Ezj + Ej,> EYE,, by(2.4.1). Thus, S,j 
= L(F,j) E %l, by Lemma 1.1. By (3.4.1), Slj is of the form 
cj xj 
[ 1 xi’ 0 with Cj E S,(F) 
Also, notice that F,, + p3F13 + a** +F,, F,, has rank two and hence is 
t-congruent to F,,, so S,, + PaSra + *** + p,S,, is t-congruent to S,, for 
any t+,..., pn E IF. In par&Jar, 
SE + Pa% + **. + p,,S,,, has rank r forany pa,...,pu, E IF. 
(4.6.2) 
Notice that @(F,,) = -@(F,,), so @‘(S,,) = -@(S,,). When lF = R, 
there are nine distinct inertia classes for D,., r = 1, 2, 3, and the only one 
with balanced inertia is D, = diag(1, - 1). Thus, when F = R, we must have 
r = 2, and S,, must be t-congruent to diadl, - 1, 0, . . ,O). 
Now suppose IF = @ and r = 3. If n = 3, then S,, is nonsingular by 
(4.6.1). Let A E @ be an eigenvalue of S&rSr2. Then S,, - AS,, has rank 
less than 3, which contradicts (4.6.2). 
Now suppose F = @, r = 3, and n > 3, and write 
Slj = 
cj xj 
[ 1 x; 0 ’ xj E c3X(n-3)T 'j E s3(c)T j =3,...,n. 
We claim that 
X,, . . . , X,, are linearly dependent in @3X(n_3), (4.6.3) 
in which case there are scalars pa, . . . , k, E @, not all zero, for which 
PaX3 + *** +pnX, = 0. Then ~sSrs + *** +p”Sr, = C @ O,_, = L(pgF13 
+ *** +p,F1,), so C E S,(UZ) is nonsingular by (4.6.1) since F13,. . , , F,, 
are independent. If A is an eigenvalue of C-ID,, then D, - AC is singular 
and (D, @ O,_,) - A(C @ O,_,> = S,, - Ap.,S1, - *** -hp,S,, has rank 
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less than 3, which contradicts (4.6.2). Thus, once we have verified (4.6.31, we 
shall have shown that r = 3 is impossible. 
We know from (4.6.2) that 
has rank 3 for all p, Pi, . . . , p, E @, where X = pZX, + -1. +p,X, and 
c = /_Lsc3 + .** +/_L,c,, so Lemma 4.5 ensures that XtD3X = 0 (note that 
Dil = D3) and rank X < 4. Thus, ranks /+X3 + a.0 +p.,X,) < 1 for all 
cL3>'..> Pn E @. Since (4.6.3) follows immediately if any Xi = 0, we may 
assume that each Xi has rank 1 and there are nonzero vectors yj E C3 and 
zi~@“~3suchthatX~=yiz~foralli=3,...,n.SinceX*D3X=Oforall 
X E span{X,, , X,}. Lemma 4.4 guarantees that 0 = X,‘D,X, = 
( y!D, yj>zizj’ for all i, j = 3,. . . , 
yfD, yj = 0 for all i, j = 3, . . , 
n, and since each z,zf z 0, it follows that 
n. Lemma 4.4 (and the fact that all yi # 0) 
now ensures that span{ y3,. . . , yn} is one-dimensional, so every Xi has the 
form Xi = yzt for some y E C3 and n - 2 (necessarily dependent) vectors 
z3>..., z, in the (n - 3)dimensional vector space Cnm3. Thus, {X3, , X,,} 
= { yz;, . . . , ye:} is linearly dependent in CaxCn_,s), and (4.6.3) is verified. 
Now suppose T = 2. We assume S,, = diag(l, - 1, 0, . . . , 0) E D, @ 0, _2 
for both IF = R! and IF = C. As in the previous case, the fact that all Srj E q 12 
permits us to write 
Slj = 
cj xj 
[ 1 x; 0 ’ xj E IF !zX(n-2), cj E s2(F), j = 3,. . . , n. 
Since F,, + p3F,, + ... + CL, F,, is t-congruent to F,, for all p2, . . . , pu, E 
F, we see that S,, + p3S,, + *** +p,,Sr, is t-congruent to S,,, and hence 
has rank2, for all p3,. . ., p, E F. Just as in the proof of (4.6.31, this implies 
that XtD2 X = 0 and rank X < 1 for all X = p3X3 + *** + p,X, and all 
p3....> p,, E (F. In particular, each Xj has rank zero or one. Applying the 
argument used in the proof of (4.6.3) to the set of X.‘s that have rank one 
shows that they (and hence all Xj’s> can be represente d as X. = y,~f for some 
y = (yi, y2jf E IF2 and some zj E lFne2. Since rank(S,, + hSij> ‘= 2 for all 
j=3 >‘.., n and all p > 0, Lemma 4.5 guarantees that 
0 = X;D;‘Xj = zj( ytD2 y)z; = ( y; - yz”)zjz; for all j = 3, . . . , n. 
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Thus, we may assume that y = (1, vjf, where TJ = f 1, and either choice is 
possible if all .zj = 0. 
Notice that -FZj = (Elj + Ejl)F,, - Fi,(E,, + El,> forj = 3,. , n, so 
Lemma 2.4 ensures that FZj E Yr,, and we may also write 
szj = 
Ej uj 
I 1 q’ 0 > q E F2X(n-2), Ej E S,(E), j=3 ,...,n. 
Applying the same argument used in the preceding paragraph, we conclude 
that q = $wj for j = 3,. . . , n, where $ = (1, E)~ with E = f 1 and some 
wj E F” - 2, and either choice for E is possible if all wj = 0. 
Suppose not all Zi = 0 and not all wi = 0. Since F,, + /.,Q(F~~ + F23) 
+ *** + p,,(F,, + Fzn) is t-congruent to F,, for all /.Q, , p,, E lF, it follows 
that S,, + &S,, + S,,) + *** + p,,(S,, + S,,) always has rank two, and 
consequently Lemma 4.5 ensures that 
[/+(X3 + Q) + ... +P”(xn + U">l' 
DTl[ p3( x, + q) + *** + /-$A X” + VJI = 0 (4.6.4) 
for all pa,. . , p, E lF, where Xi = YZ!, q = &‘, y = (1, rl)*, Y = (l, l Y3 
q= fl, E= *Land 
= D,! 
Notice that 
yfD2y = $“D,ij = 0 and ytD2zj = tj’D,y = 1 - qe. 
If there is some i such that .zi z 0 z wi (that is, .z,w~ # O), set pi = 1 and 
set all other coefficients pj = 0 in (4.6.4) to obtain 
( yzf + cjw; )tD2(y~; + ijw;) = (qw; + w&)(1 - qE) = 0. 
Since the rank-one matrix ziw: cannot be skew-symmetric (the nonzero 
singular values of a skew-symmetric matrix are paired), it follows that 
1 - 77~ = 0, so 71 = E. If .zkw: = 0 for all k = 3,. . . , n and there is some 
i #j for which zi # 0 # wj (that is, ziwi # 0 and zj = 0 = wi), set pi = 1 
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and pj = 1 and set all other coefficients pk = 0 in (4.6.4) to obtain 
[( yz; + ijw’) + (yz; + Gw)qfD2[( yz; + ywt) + (yz; + ywi’)] 
( yz: + $w)yDz ( yz; + yw;) 
( ziw; + WjZf)( 1 - 776) = 0. 
Since qwj has rank one, it again follows that 77 = E. 
The conclusion is that if some zi # 0 and some wj # 0, then 7 = e; 
otherwise, we may choose 77 = E. Thus, we may proceed under the assump- 
tion that y = 5, and hence span{ X,, . . . , X,, U,, . . , U,} c span{ yuf : u E 
Fnd2} has dimension at most n - 2. Now suppose n z 4. Then there exist 
two linearly independent vectors 
such that &X, + *mm + p,!,X, + vjU, + ... + v,,#U,, = 0 and pi X, + **. + 
/_&ix, + vjlu, + e-0 +v:U, = 0. It follows that S’ = &Si3 + a*. +&Si, + 
v; s23 + **- +v,,‘S,, = B’ @ O,-, and S” = p;S,, + 0.. +pzSln + v!S,, 
+ *.. +v”S 2n = B” @ O,_,. Since L is nonsingular, it follows that S,,, S’, 
and S” & Im L are linearly independent and hence D,, B ‘, and B” E S,([F) 
are linearly independent. Examination of the (1,2) entries of B ’ and B” 
shows that there are scalars p ‘, p” E IF, not both zero, such that B 5 p ‘B ’ 
+ /I” B” is diagonal, and independence of B ’ and B” ensures that B # 0. 
Finally, let A E IF be such that D, - AB has a zero diagonal entry, so 
m&D2 - AB) = ranMS12 - A p ‘S’ - h /3” S” ) < 2, contradicting the fact 
that I^ = 2. 
Now suppose n = 3. Then 
where C, E E S,(F), Xt = (z, qz), and U’ = (w, 7~). If z = w = 0, then 
D,, C, and E are independent and we can use the argument in the preceding 
case to get a contradiction. Suppose lz12 + lw12 # 0. Since S,, + fiSig + 
VSZl is singular for all CL, v E [F, one checks that both C and E are of the 
form 
a b 
[ 1 b c with 2qb = a + c, 
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so any linear combination of C and E must also satisfy this identity. Since X 
and V are dependent, there exist CL, v E [F such that 
where 2#= a+ y. 
Since S’ E Im L has rank at least 2, (Y # y. It follows that 
2 
D, + - 
Q P 
1 1 y-CrP Y
is singular, so S,, + 2S’/(y - (Y) E Im L has rank less than 2, contradicting 
the fact that r = 2. 
Finally, suppose [F = C and r = 1. Consider 
c3 x3 
%3 = 
[ 1 x,’ 0 . 
Since rank(S,, + psi,) = rank S,, = 1 for all p E C, we have rank X, = 0 
by Lemma 4.5. Thus, S,, and S,, are linearly dependent, which is a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. n 
We establish the following lemmata to characterize the nonsingular linear 
operators on [F, x n that preserve t-congruence. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let T be a nonsingular linear operator on [F,, n that 
preserves t-congruence. Then T(S,(F)) = S,(ff) and T(K,(F)) = K,(F). 
Proof. Since dim T(S,(lF)) = dim S,([F) = (n2 + n)/2 and dim T(S,@)) 
+ dim S,(F) = 71’ + n > dim [F, Xn, we can find a nonzero A E S,(F) such 
that T(A) E T(S,([F)) n S,(F). Since A Z 0 f T(A), Lemmata 1.1 and 3.2 
imply that T(S,,(F)) = T(span @(A)) C span @‘(T(A)) = S,(E). Since T is 
nonsingular, dimensional considerations show that T(S,(F)) = S,(F). 
Now define the linear mapping L : [F,, n + S,(lF) by L(X) 3 [T(X) + 
T( X)t]/2, and notice that L(X) = T(X) for all X E S,(ff). Dimensional 
considerations again show that L cannot be nonsingular, since dim(Im L) = 
dim S,([F) < dim [F,,,. Since L f 0 is linear and preserves t-congruence, it 
follows from Lemma 4.2 that ker L fl [S,(F) U K,([F)y = 0. Since T is 
nonsingular, ker L n S,(lF) = (0). Th us, singularity of L implies that ker L n 
K,(F) # (O}, so Lemma 4.3 ensures that ker L = K,(lF), and hence T : K,(F) 
--j K,(F). n 
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LEMMA 4.8. Suppose A, B E lFnx n and A is t-congruent to B. Zf det( A 
+ Af) = det(B + B’) # 0, then det A = det B. 
Proof. Suppose B = SAS’, where S is a nonsingular matrix in lF,,,x n. 
Then B + B’ = S( A + AfISt. If det( A + A’) = det(B + B’) # 0, then 
det(SS”) = 1 and hence det A = det B. n 
LEMMA 4.9. Let T be a nonsingular linear operator on F,,x n that 
preserves t-congruence. Suppose T(X) = X for all X E S,(F), and for each 
i,j with 1 Q i <j < n there exists a nonzero pij E lF such that T( Fij) = 
pij Fij. Then 
T(X) = 
(X + xy + /A12( x - xy 
2 
forall X E Fnx,. 
Proof. The result is trivial when n = 2, so we assume n > 3. If plz Z 1, 
consider T’(X) = T((X + X’)/2) + p,‘T((X - X”)/2> = (X + X’)/2 + 
/$T((X - x7/2>, h’ h . 1’ w ic is mear and preserves t-congruence. Lemma 4.7 
ensures that T((X - X ‘)/2 E K,(ff), so T’(X) = Oifandonlyif X + X’ = 0 
and T( X - X “> = 0, which, since T is nonsingular, can happen if and only if 
X = 0. Thus, T’ is also nonsingular, T ‘( F,,) = p[i T( F,,) = F,, , and 
T ‘( F,,) = p;.lpLij F, . . There is therefore no loss of generality in assuming that 
pi2 = 1, and it suf ices to prove that pij = 1 for all 1 < i <j < n. ! 
Let j be given with 3 <j Q n. For any 0 E R, define 
A( 0) = P(8)(Z + F,, + FIj + Ezj + Ej2 - E,, - Ejj)P(0)‘, 
where P(8) = Z + sin 0 (Esj + Ejz> + cos 8 (E,, - Ejj> - E,, - Ejj is or- 
thogonal. By the assumptions on T, for all 8 E [w the matrices 
T( A( 0)) = I + ( cos 8 + sin 6)F,, + (sin 8 - cos t3)pljFlj 
+ sin28(Ez, - Ejj) - (E,, + Ejj) - COS 28 ( Ezj + Eje) 
are mutually t-congruent. Since det[T(A(B)) + T(A(t3))f] = -2”, Lemma 
4.8 implies that 
det T( A( 0)) = -sin2 28 ( plj - 1)’ + sin 28 (/Jfj - 1) - (2pij + 1) 
is constant for all 8 E R, so plj = 1. 
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NOW let i, j be given with 2 < i < j =G n. For any 8 E R, define 
B( 19) = Q( 13)( Z - Flj - Fij + E,i + Eil - E,, - E,,)Q( 0)‘) 
where Q(0) = Z + sin 8 (Eli + Ejl) + cos 8 (E,, - E,,) - E,, - Eji is or- 
thogonal. Using the fact that /.~r~ = 1, the same arguments now show that 
detT( B( 0)) is constant and ~~~ = 1. n 
LEMMA 4.10. Let T be a nonsingular linear operator on [F,,, that 
preserves t-congruence. Then T satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. Let T satisfy the given hypotheses. Lemma 4.7 ensures that 
T(S,(IF)) = S,,(E) and T(K,(IF)) = K,(F). Applying Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 to 
the restrictions of T to K,(F) and S,(E), we see that T(Fij) has rank 2 and 
hence T( F,,) E @(F,,) for all 1 < i, j < n, and there exists a nonsingular 
S E E”,, and 77 = 1 or - 1 such that T(X) = qSXS’ for all X E S,,(F). We 
may assume that 77 = 1 and S = I, for if not, we may consider instead the 
linear operator T’ defined by T’(X) = qSPIT(XXSf)-‘. Using Lemma 4.9, 
it suffices to prove that for each i,j with 1 < i <j < n, there exists pij E F 
such that T( Fij) = pi .Fij; since T is nonsingular, pij cannot be zero. 
When n = 2, K, E) is one-dimensional and the result is trivial, SO we i 
assume n > 3. Since each T(Fij) E @(F,,), there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that (i, j) = (1,2). Write 
T(Fl2) = _$f ; 7 
[ I 
where A E K,(lF), C E K, _,(lF), and B E [FzXCn_ + it suffices to show that 
B = 0 and C = 0. 
Suppose B # 0. Let M > ldet Al be given. Define 
X( CL, S) = F,, + ([r AL] @ s). 
where p > 0 and S E S,- s(E) IS any nonsingular matrix (to be specified 
later) with det S = 1 and the additional assumption that S is positive definite 
if [F = R. Then all X( /..L, S) are mutually t-congruent. Notice that 
det([ X( I_L, S) + X( Z-L, S)‘l/2) = M . IS constant for all I_L > 0 and all S satisfy- 
ing the given hypotheses, and 
y(k‘,S) -‘(X(/O)) = 
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is nonsingular and det A( /.L) = M + det A. Thus, all Y( k, S) are mutually 
t-congruent, and each has a symmetric part that has constant determinant, 
independent of /.L > 0 and S E S,_ a(F) satisfying the given hypotheses. 
Lemma 4.8 then ensures that det Y( /L, S> is constant for all /.L > 0 and all 
S E S,_ ,(lF> satisfying det S = 1 and the additional hypothesis that S is 
positive definite if ff = R. Let 
12 0 
ZE I BtA( p)-l Zn-2 ’ 
and compute detY(p, S) = det[ZY(p, S)Z’] = det A(~)det[B~A(g)-lB 
+ C + S]. Since det A( p> . is constant, so is det[B’A( p)-iB + C + S]. 
Since 
Ah-l = Y([“:” ;] -A) 
with y = l/det A(p) = l/( M + det A) > 0, we have BIA( p)-lB = 
B,( p) + B,, where 
B E s,-,(Q, B, = -yBtAB E K,_,(F). 
Since B # 0, we may choose pa > 0 such that B,( po> # 0. Now choose 
u&J E U”_,(F) such that B,( ,uJ = U( &diag(b,, b,, 0, . . . , 0) U( pJt 
with b, > 0 and b, > 0; when IF = R, U( pa) is real orthogonal and B,( p.) is 
positive semidefinite; when F = @, U( /_~a) .1s unitary and this is a singular-value 
decomposition. If lF = R, take S = S(o) = U( /_L~) diag(K’, (Y, 1, . . , 1) 
u(pJt E S,_,([w) f or (Y > 0 and use the Ostrowski-Taussky theorem [4, 
Theorem 7.8.71 to compute. 
Idet[B’A( po)-lB + C + ~(a)]1 
1 + [B, + Cl}1 = Idet{[4( PO> + S( a> 
a tdet[B,( ~0) + SW] 
=Idet[diag(b,, b,,O,.. 
= b, + a-‘)( b, + a). ( 
,O) + diag(o-‘, a,1 ,..., l)]I 
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Since 
(br + o-l)(b, + cr) -+ 00 as (Y -+ m, 
this contradiction to the fact that det[ B’A( po)-lB + C + S] is constant for 
all positive definite S E S,_ s(R) with det S = 1 shows that B = 0, as 
desired. If IF = @, let tk = E’~~~/(“-~), k = 1,. . . , n - 2, and take S = S(t) 
= tU( Z.Q)U( poY E S,_,(C). Compute 
det[ B’A( pLo)-lB + C + s(t)] = det[ B,( pa) + B, + C + S(t)] 
= det[U(CLO)diag(h,,b2,0,...,0)U(~,)’ 
+B, + C + tU( ru,)U( ~a)~] 
= [det U( ~a)]~ det[ C( ~a) + tZ], 
where C(p,,) = diadb,,b,,O,...,O) + U(Z+,)*(B~ + C)U( pO). Because 
det[BfA( po)-lB + C + S] is constant for all S E S,_,(C) with det S = 1, 
we see that det[C( pa) + tZ] = t”-2 + tr C(p,) tnm3 + *** and the term 
t”-’ are both constant for t = t,, . . , t, _ 2. Thus, the polynomial det[C( pa) 
+ tZ] - tnm2 = tr C( PO) tnm3 + a--, of degree at most n - 3, takes the 
same values at the n - 2 distinct points t = t,, . , t, _ 2 and must therefore 
be constant for all t E C, which implies that 0 = tr C( z+,) = b, + b,, a 
contradiction to the original assumption that B # 0. 
We now have T(F,,) = A @ C with A E K,(E) and C E K, _,(IF), and 
we must show that C = 0. Since this is trivial for n = 3, we take n 2 4 and 
suppose C # 0. Since T( F,,) E @(F,,), we must then have A = 0, SO 
T( F,,) = 0, @ C. Moreover, there exists a nonsingular R E lFcn_2jx(n _2j 
such that C = RF12R’. For ZL > 0, let Z’(p) = Z_L-‘Z, @ [R(/..LZ, @ Zn_4)1, 
and consider 
X( /A) = P( /A)( F,, + Z)P( p)” = /c2F12 + [ /L2Z2 @ B( p2Z, @ Z,_,)R’]. 
Then all X( Z.L) are mutually t-congruent, and their symmetric parts all have 
the same determinant. Hence, all of 
T( X( p)) = CL-2q Fl,) + [ K2Z2 @ q P2Z2 @ I,-4)R’l 
= (02 a3 /.-2m,,q + [ /_-21, fI3 R( p21, a3 Z,_,)R’] 
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satisfy the same conditions. Thus, Lemma 4.8 ensures that det T( X( CL) = 
p-4( p4 + pm4) det( RRt) . IS constant for all p > 0, which is impossible. w 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. *: Direct verification. 
* : Suppose T is a nonzero linear operator on F,,,, n that preserves 
t-congruence. By Lemmata 2.3, 3.3, and 4.2, ker T = K,(lF), S,(F), or 0. The 
result then follows from Lemma 4.3, 4.6, or 4.10 according to the three 
different cases. n 
5. RELATED RESULTS AND PROBLEMS 
As mentioned in Section 1, one may consider linear operators preserving 
unitary t-congruence or orthogonal t-congruence on various matrix spaces. 
Using techniques similar to those in the preceding sections, we can prove the 
following results. 
THEOREM 5.1. A nonzero linear operator T on K,(C) preserves unitary 
t-congruence if and only if there exist U E U,,(C) and TV > 0 such that either 
(a) T(X) = $_JXU’ for all X E K,(C), or 
(b) n = 4 and T(X) = ~_LUX+ U’ for all X E K,(C), where X+ is ob- 
tained from X by interchanging its (1,3) (respectively, (3, 1)) and (2,4) 
(respectively, (4,2)) entries. 
THEOREM 5.2. A nonzero linear operator T on S,(C) preserves unitary 
t-congruence if and only if there exist U E U,(C) and p > 0 such that 
T(X) = /.LUXU’ foralE X E S,(C). 
THEOREM 5.3. A nonzero linear operator Ton K,(R) preserves orthogo- 
nal t-congruence if and only if there exist U E U,(R) and t_~ # 0 such that 
either 
(a) T(X) = &rXU’ for all X E K,(R), or 
(b) n = 4 and T(X) = pUX+ U’ for all X E K,(R), where X+ is ob- 
tained from X by interchanging its (1,3) (respectively, (3, 1)) and (2,4) 
(respectively, (4,2)) entries. 
Hiai obtained the following result in [2]. 
THEOREM 5.4. A nonzero linear operator Ton S,(R) preserves orthogo- 
nal t-congruence if and only if one of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) there exists a nonzero A, E S,(R) such that 
T(X) = tr(X)A,, for all X E S,(R), 
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O?- 
(b) there exist U E U,(W) and p, v E R with ( p, v> z (0,O) such that 
T(X) = pUXU’ + v(tr X)Z for azz x E S”(R). 
The corresponding problems on F, x n have not yet been solved. One may 
also consider complex or real orthogonal t-congruence on K,(C), S,(C), or 
IF “X”’ All of these problems are still open. One may also consider other 
linear-preserver problems related to a given equivalence relation, as pointed 
out in [4] and [S]. 
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